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ABSTRACT
Data uncertainty arises from sensor errors, ambiguous hu-
man generated inputs, and more. Data cleaning tools help
clean dirty data and provide results which are termed as
clean data. But how do we define dirty data? For example
deleting missing values from data set would help the ana-
lyst in one context, while in a different application, deleting
missing value might produce bias results. In this paper we
go through iterative data cleaning process and the challenges
faced by analysts. We conclude by presenting a study de-
sign for future work which addresses few of the challenges
emerging as part of data cleaning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data cleaning is an iterative process which is tailored to

the requirements of a specific analysis task. Analysts face
many challenges while cleaning data which is termed dirty
due to incorrect, missing, and duplicate data that are identi-
fied and repaired. Although the design and implementation
of data cleaning algorithms has improved significantly, these
softwares still require some level of expertise from defining
data quality rules to manually identifying and fixing errors.
This paper presents the challenges faced by analyst, and
what changes would help make data cleaning reliable.

2. BACKGROUND
Studies have been conducted to address the challenges

faced by analysts during data cleaning process. [1] highlights
the issues in current data cleaning work flows and identifies
opportunities for facilitating and automating rapid human-
in-the-loop interactivity. Interviews were conducted in [2]
to analyze the challenges faced by analysts in phases of data
cleaning. A visual analytic tool for bridging the gap in pro-
gramming proficiency of analysts is proposed. Several other
cleaning techniques [4,13,14,15] and tools [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]
have been designed to make the cleaning task easier for
analyst. In order to work with these cleaning techniques
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and tools, analysts need some level of programming pro-
ficiency,[2] categorizes analysts into hackers, scripters and
application users.

Apart from programming proficiency analysts need to know
the definition of dirty data in a particular context. Missing
data is often considered as an example of dirty data, and
the most easy fix is to delete missing data. But missing
data might have some co-relation with other values in the
given dataset. So how can an analyst define good data, for
example deleting missing values from data set would help
the analyst in one context, while in a different application,
deleting missing value might produce bias results.

We conducted informal interviews with users who deal
with dirty data on a day-to-day basis in order to understand
the cleaning work flow and identify pain points.

3. STUDY
We interviewed two users, one of the user worked for a

news agency and the other is a professor at an university.
Although both users deal with different application data,
we identified a common theme in the data cleaning process
used. In both cases, data is presented in the form of a csv
file and the initial step is to guess the column names based
on data distribution. The next step in the work flow is to
identify missing values and duplicate data and take correc-
tive action. One of the recurring pain point was the decision
to ignore or consider the missing value in analysis. Initially
missing data was discarded by both the users. Duplicate
data was resolved in the next step using scripts written in
R or python. Application specific tasks were performed to
clean the data further and then the results were analyzed us-
ing visualization tools, which were presented to the domain
expert who helped identify outliers.

3.1 Challenges
Few of the challenges that emerged from this study are

the scale of the data, definition of correct data, program-
ming proficiency of the user, domain knowledge, and lack
of additional information to resolve duplicates, establishing
trust in the results produced by cleaning tools. One common
pain point faced by both the users is defining good data. [1]
proposes an iterative feedback loop for data cleaning which
involves both analyst and domain expert. Domain knowl-
edge is needed to define good data and inclusion of domain
expert in the cleaning approach helps inspecting or modi-
fying the cleaning pipeline at any step. We do not have to
wait till the end of the workflow in order to identify outliers.
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4. CONCLUSION
Domain expertise is required to distinguish between good

and dirt data. In order to clean and trust data effectively
we need to define what good data is, which differs based on
the application domain.
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